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Abingdon Press, 1973, 144 pp. $5.95.

"I have had but one passion, and for that I have tried to live-namely,
the r0111antic task of proclaiming the marvelous grace and the measure
less Inercy of our blessed Lord and Savior." With these words at the
beginning of his autobiography, Bishop Arthur J. Moore proceeds to
share the joy he had in fulfilling the divine impulsion to preach the
gospel.

Born in a humble south Georgia home in 1888, he was converted and
joined a Baptist Church at the age of 9. A foolish episode as a young
teen-agel' resulted in his being removed from membership in the church
and he drifted away from his Lord until he was called back to his
"spiritual home" as a 21-year-old husband.

Soon afterward he was called to preach, accepted into the South
Georgia Conference and received his first appointment to a 6-church
rural circuit. He returned to school, but the pressure of financial cir
cumstances forced him to leave and he became an evangelist for about
the next 10 years. Then came appointments to the pulpits of two of
the largest churches in southern Methodism-Travis Park Church in
San Antonio and First Church, Birmingham.

In 1930. Arthur J. Moore was elected a bishop of the M. E. Church
South and assigned to the large Pacific Cost Area, which included the
five states of Arizona, California, Montana, Oregon and Washington.
Four years later began a long career in Methodist n1issions. Twenty
years after being turned down in his request to become a Inissionary he
\vas appointed bishop in charge of the far-flung missionary work of the
M. E. Church South in China, Japan, Korea, Belgimn, Czechosluvakia,
Poland and the Belgian Congo. In 1938 he was elected president of
the Board of Missions of the M.E. Church South. From 1940-1960 he
served L.~ that position with The Methodist Church as well as being
presiding bishop of the Atlanta Area.

When one realizes that his life-work extended over two World Wars
and a great depression, one realizes that much of his ministry was per
formed in crucial times. But Bishop Moore always believed that Christ
is the ans\ver.

This is a refreshing autobiography. All who have known or heard
Bishop Moore know what a dynamic preacher and leader he has been.
This same dynamic spirit and hope shines through his book. It is just
another medium for him to preach Christ. He has done his Church a
favor by writing his autobiography.

Bishop Moore's career has gone full circle. He started as an evangelist.
Since his retirement in 1960 he has again been an evangelist, conducting
over 200 preaching missions across the country.

And what of today? Bishop Moore believes that "our spiritual fore
fathers were lnore thorough about this business of being Christian
than we are." He feels that "Christian testimony on great lnoral issues
seem to lack something in breadth, gravity, and authority." In this
he may be right. He is also convinced that "to follow Christ is to face
the future, not only without despair, but with undecaying hope." In
this he is right.

-Robert B. Steehnan
Newport, N. J.
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J. Steven O'Malley, PHg1'inLCLge of Faith: The Legacy of the Otterbeins.
l\1etuchen, Ne\v Jersey: Scarecro\v Press, 1973, 225 pp., $6.50.

It appears that Dr. O'l\1alley successfully Clccomplished t\VO tasks
\vhich he W1dertook in \\Titing this book. The first \vas to shed additional
light on Philip Wilhelm Otterbein (1726-1813), the German Reformed
pastor in colonial An1erica \vhose efforts \vere to be a contributing factor
in the emergence of the former Church of the United Brethren in Christ.
Other Otterbein scholaTs like J. H. Dubbs, A. W. Drury, and Arthur
Core concentrated mainly upon his American experience, but O'Malley
has plo\ved fresh ground by doing extensive research into the theological
traditions represented at the Herborn Gymnasium \\Then Philip Wilhelm
studied there and, more importantly, into the relatively unlmo\vn pub
lications of his t\VO brothers, Georg Gottfried and Johann Daniel, both
pastors in the Reformed Church in Nassau-Dillenberg in Germany.
N O\V, instead of relying upon the rather meager literary remains of
Philip Wilhelm's pen, we have available further considerable insight
into his thought by means of his brothers' \vorks, his dissemination of
\vhich among German-speaking congregations in the colonies reflected
his o\vn approbation and support.

The second task O'Malley set for himself \vas to discern \vhether or
not the content of Reformed theology, as espoused by Calvin and the
Heidelberg Catechism was significantly altered in the 18th century
expositions on the Catechism by the Otterbein brothers in Gerlnany,
\vho used it as a means of edification and defense of the faith against their
rationalist opponents in that Enlightenn1ent era. Particularly impor
tant in this respect were Georg Otterbein's two volume \vork P1'edigten
iLbe1' den Heidelbe1'gischen Katechis?11US (1803) and his earlier Unte?'
wei.sung in de?' Christlichen Religion nach dern Heiclelbe?'gischen
Catechis?11US (1788?). It is O'Malley's contention that the Otterbein
brothers shifted the emphases in the Catechisms from a "classic Re
formed theology of mystical union and election to a theology \vhich
emphasizes decision, effort, and 'in del' Tat' Christianity." (p. 102)
While both brothers avoided rationalism, on the other hand, and radical
sectarianism, on the other, their interpretation of the Catechism \vas
made vvith an emphasis on "religious consciousness" clearly in mind.
Thus, the door \vas open for the n10re subjective emphasis on Christian
experience and personal holiness, \vhile at the same time loyalty to the
doctrinal content of the Catechism, as well as the ecclesiastical and
sacramental forms \vas maintained. Indeed, the extensive opening chap
ters on "The Hel'born Tradition" and "Streams of Reformed Pietisn1"
depict the 16th century anti-scholastic influence of Olevianus, the elTI
pirical legacy of 16th century Peter Ramus, and the 17th century
Biblical and Covenantal theology of Johannes Cocceius, all of \vhich
helped set the stage for the emergence of "Reformed Pietistic Ortho
doxy," \vhich the Otterbeins espoused.

Consequently, by the time the reader arrives at the book's third
major section, "Philip Wilhelm Otterbein and the American Experience,"
he is by no Ineans surprised to find Philip Wilhelm's ministry in colonial
America marked by those same dimensions evinced by his brothers
overseas-a concern to dra\v people beyond n1ere respectable and formal
religion to d. pilgrimage of holiness, \vhile maintaining a loyalty to Re
formed doctrine and institutional life. Otterbein viev.,red the nascent
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United Brethren in Christ, not as a church, but as an ecumenical society
bent on heralding the "more glorious state of the Church."

rrhis is a "veIl-researched and illurninating book. One finds little to
criticize. One lllight question whether the 1736 date (p. 171) is an
accurate one for Zinzendorf's Pennsylvania ecumenical movement called
the "Congregation of God in Spirit." The Moravian leader didn't arrive
in the colonies until 1741. One could indicate that J. H. Dubb's article,
"Otterbein and the Reforlned Church," which the author lists as undated,
can be found in the Refo1'med Church Review, xxxi, 1884, pp. 110-113.
Perhaps greater reference to Arminius could have appeared. The
Dutch theologian's revision of Calvinism's predestination emphasis might
have proved instructional in these pages, although it is apparent that
the minimization given that dimension of Refonned theology by the
Otterbeins stemmed n10re from the influence of Johannes Cocceius'
convenantal theology. That these criticisms are minor testify to the
solid and comprehensive research, the clear literary style, and the
imaginative penetration into virgin territory that mark this book as a
very useful tool, not only for one's understanding of Otterbein and the
former United Brethren in Christ, but also of the history of Reformed
Pietism as well.

-K. James Stein
Garrett-Evangelical Theological Seminary

Martin Schmidt, John Wesley: A Theological Biog1'aphy, Volume II,
New York: Abingdon Press, Part I, tr. by Norman P. Goldhawk, 1972,
311 pp., $12.95; Part II, tr. by Dennis Inman, 1973'1 320 pp., $12.95.

The English translation of the second volume of Professor Schmidt's
masterful work on John Wesley has been issued il;l tw·o parts. Part One
takes the account from the time just after Wesley's conversion through
the early phases of the Evangelical Movement, then topically through
considerations of Wesley as an organizer, his relationship to the Anglican
Church, and the opposition to him. Part Two goes on to consider Wesley
as preacher, author, pastor, and educa.tor, concluding with a final
appraisal. Though the author half apologizes for not including a chapter
on Wesley as theologian, the one on preaching is so full and well done
that it in fact meets that requirement too.

A Theological Biography (English sub-title not in the GerInan) aptly
describes the intent and accomplishments of both volumes, even though
the format in the second volume shifts to a topical one in preference
to the chronological scheme employed in Volunle One and the first tvvo
chapters of Volume Two.

The first author of note to write on Wesley from the Lutheran per
spective since the work of Franz Hildebrandt (Ch?'istianity According
to the Wesleys), Professor Schmidt avoids the trap of Inaking Wesley
a Lutheran, but makes valuable comparisons between Wesley and
German church leaders, between Methodism and continental nlovenlents.
If occasionally Wesley's theology, {Toln the author's vievvpoint, looks
more like Luther's than seems warranted, it must be said that he points
more to similarities between Luther and Wesley than to any dependence
of the latter on the former. And it is refreshing to find hiln Inald.llg an
occasional suggestion of the type that an Englishlnan of John Silnon's
calibre may not have given enough credit to the role of tile Anglican
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societies in the fonnntion of \Ves1ey's thinking about the orgnnization
of small groups (I, p. 274, n. 2).

The author presents a balanced approach in his scholarship. lIe is
rarely pulled into a long discussion of some questions in \Vesleyan
studies vvhich have inspired volumes containing much heat and little
light. Chapter Four,. on "John Vvesley's Relationship to the Church
of England," for example, is a cautious account, avoiding extremes, but
discussing and organizing the relevant material in a helpful way. Occa
sionally his approach is particularly fresh: the chapter on the opposition
Wesley encountered borders on a well-done psychological study of
Wesley's behavior in the face of controversy. And the concluding chap
ter is basically a careful evaluation of several funeral sermons preached
by Wesley's contemporaries on the occasion of his death. Even Pro
fessor Schmidt's placing of the discussion of Wesley's relationship to
women, including his \\life, in the chapter on Wesley as pastor (though
perhaps typical of the German approach) is perhaps a refreshing look
for Anglo-Americans.

The author cites primary sources almost to a fault. The bibliography
in the German edition-lacking in Volume One, but supplied in Vol
ume Two-indicates his use of many secondary works, and the preface
to Volume Two specifically mentions his indebtedness to Simon. There
fore one might wish to see a little more direct discussion, if only in the
notes, with some of the leading Wesleyan scholars of today.

One of the more interesting sub-themes is that Professor Schmidt
sees Wesley as something less th~an the autocrat he is often pictured
to be, indeed as one who would "prefer common action rather than
individual assertion," hardly having "started anything on his O\V11

initiative" before 1739 (I, p. 26). Again, Methodist expansion "never
took place as a result of the personal initiative of John Wesley. He
did not take the lead as commander-in-chief . . . He allowed himself
to be called. It was always a case of responding to an invitation ..."
(I, p. 94). To his credit" the author does not go to the extreme of sug
gesting Wesley was really a democrat at heart.

I~orman Goldhawk has done an admirable job translating Part One.
Though he lapses into occasional expressions that reflect too literally the
German style of the author, the translator has maintained the high
quality which characterized his rendering of the first volume. In neither
volume, however, does he translate the author's preface, except in quot
ing an excerpt in Part One of Volume Two. One wonders, too, \vhy
another translator, Denis Inman, is employed for Part Two, especially
in light of the appreciation and friendship expressed by the author for
Goldhawk in the Preface to the second volume. But it must be said
that Inman's translation is not only accurate, but is replete with creative
renderings into excellent and expressive idiomatic English. An injudici
ous remonstl~anceWesley made to his wife, for example, is referred to as
"dressing her dovvn" (II, p. 169). Again, Wesley was not one '\vho
would brook no argument" (II, p. 159). Or such colorful expressions as
"feather OUT own nests" (II, p. 60), "pillory the Constantinian volte
face" (II, p. 58), and '(primrose path" (II, p. 49) are well used.

Perhaps the biggest complaint with the work can be directed to the
publisher. Abingdon Press brought out the first volulne for a reasonable
$6.50, but each part of the second has been published at $12.95, putting
the set alrnost out of reach for selninary students who might other\vise
make good use of the work with the three books in their O\\7n libraries.
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In addition, Abingdon has follovved the Gern1an edition by placing the
c.xtrclnely valuable notes at the end of the text instead of inserting them
as footnotes.

In spite of these drav\Tbacks, Professor Schmidt's \vork will serve well
both the scholar and the dabbler in Wesleyana. And if the account lacks
the lustre to be called compelling, the narrative nonetheless is careful
and thorough, exhibiting lTIOments of brilliance and excitement.

-James D. Lynn
Farmersville, California

01'10 Strunk, Jr., editor, Dyna?11,ic l'nte?'pe1"sonalis?11, faY Minist1"Y. Nash
ville: Abingdon Press, 1973, 320 pp., $11.95.

The disciples of Paul E. Johnson's psychosocial theory of dynamic
interpersonalislTI have besto\ved upon the contemporary Ininisterial stu
dent and the professional cleric a creative, cOlTIprehensive theological
tool which makes specific applications to pastoral care, counseling and
future ministries. The presentation of this book, as a "Festschrift"
offers the reader the unique interaction of philosophy, theology, and
psychology. In addition, those scholars and professional workers in the
behavorial and social sciences should find this development of a per
sonality theory and process supportive to their community involvement.

As a personality theory, dynamic impersonalism, is convincingly pre
sented \\lith such descriptive analysis that the reader soon finds himself
or herself a believer. Moreover, these introductory chapters provide a
substantial foundation for studying this phenomenon in its luore practical
applications.

The refreshing quality of this "Festschrift" is the projection ('If this
personality theory to the various models of current and future ministries.
In addition, to evaluating Johnson's hypotheses ,as it relates to the
religious and nonreligious communities it offers a professional review
of what is occuring in specialized ministries. While the editor of the
book states, "no one really knows exactly what the future holds for
ministry" it is evident that the theoretical franlework of dynamic inter
personalism has demonstrated its credibility in the world of human
needs. '

In conclusion, the significance and influence of Paul Johnson's clinical
approach to religion is reflected in this scholarly and practical drama
tization of Dynarnic Inte1"pe1"sonalis?11, fo't Minist1"Y. ';Vith the status and
role of the clergy in such constant change this book with its vivid
observations about the salTIpling of ministries provides a dimension of
realism. An enlightening collection of writings in tribute of Paul E.
Johnson's contributions to pastoral care.

-Joel Baer
Dela\vare, Ohio

Walter N. Vernon, FO?'eve1" Building: The Life and l\lJinist?·y of Paul E.
Martin. Dallas: Southern Methodist University Press, 1973. 146 pp.,
$6.95.

Biographies of bishops are usually sOluething less than exciting. In
deed, they are usually terribly dull. Here, however, is a notable excep
tion. Walter N. Vernon, for lTIany years Associate to the Editor of Church
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School Publications, shares a VIaI'm, intimate look at the life and \vork
of his long-tin'le friend and colleague, retired Bishop Paul E. Martin.

Dr. Vernon's credentials are impeccable. A member of the North
Texas Conference hilnself, his acquaintance with Bishop Martin dates
from the earliest days of the bishop's ministry in North Texas. I-lis
ability as an historian has been demonstrated in numerous books and
articles, and his chairmanship of the South Central Jurisdictional Com
mission on Archives and History bears testimony to his reputation
among his colleagues.

A clear, lucid, and uncomplicated style typifies the book; and while it
can be easily read by the average person in the pevv, no compromises
have been made in scholarship. The foreword (by Dr. Joseph D.
Quillian, Jr.) states that the biography was undertaken using major
sections of unpublished biographical material prepared by the bishop
himself. Working with such a block of material has an inherent set of
dangers and difficulties, which Dr. Vernon has dealt with admirably.

The books is arranged chronologically for the most part, ~Tith addi
tional chapters upon Bishop Martin's general church activities and
responsibilities; his preaching; and his role at Perkins School of The
ology and Southern Methodist University. These last chapters, while
dealing with a different type of material, are important· and integral
parts of the whole book, and serve to fill in the picture which is offered
of Bishop Martin.

If there is a fault to be found in the book, it is that there is little
or no attempt to go beyond the facts to make a critical appraisal of the
v/ork of Bishop Martin. There is much. praise, and it is richly deserved.
Little attention, however, is given to an in-depth analysis of his life
and ministry as a whole.

Bishop Martin is seen as a very capable pastor, preacher, and admin
istrator, who was loved and respected by laypersons and colleagues
alike. His work in his own North Texas Conference and to the church
at large is shown to be prodigious. His ability as a preacher is judged
as excellent by a number of distinguished pulpiteers. And his warn'l,
open, cheerful nature comes through the pages of the volume clearly.

In short, Dr. Vernon has provided an excellent account of Bishop
Martin's life and ministry, and affords a close look at one \\Tho dealt
firmly, conscientiously, and fairly with the issues ~Thich confront every
one who realizes that all of us are "forever building."

-Jim W. Morris
Afton, Io\va

Paul Wilhelm, TTavels in N01-th A111,erica, 1822-1824. Translated by W.
Robert Nitske, Edited by Savoie Lottinville. Norman Oklahoma: Uni
versity of Oklahoma Press. Volume 63 in The American Exploration
and Travel series, 1973. 456 pp., $20.00.

This is another volume in the important Alnerican Exploration and
Travel Series. In October 1822, tVlenty-five year old Duke Paul Wil
helm of Wurttemberg started from Europe with the aim of making an
exploratory trip up the Mississippi and Missouri Rivers. Trained as a
scientist and well informed in' the field of botany, he proposed to
collect specimens of plant and animal life. A luan of means, he brought
along plenty of scientific equipment. Traveling in a boat acquired for
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lhl\ OCC:1SI0l1, he started up the Missouri River £I'oIn St. J-ioujs \vith a

p:lrly of about ten 111en in the spring and returned in the fall of 182:3.
This revie\ver expected the Duke's account to be dry reading. On

the contrary it is quite interesting. The lnan was alert to everything
of interest and in1portance. I-lis cOlnments-he kept a daily di.ary-on
people, places, animals, birds, plants, Negro slavery, Indians, and per
sons \\Tho entertained or assisted him, give the reader insights into what
life \vas like on the frontier at that time.

En route up the Mississippi, Wilhelm observed the status of the
Negro in Louisiana and Missouri. After visiting large plantations north
of Nevv Orleans, he concluded the institution of slavery was necessary
for Southern economy at that time. However, taking note of the exclu
sion of free Negroes froln white society and from economic opportunities,
he was certain there would be trouble in due time.

On the way up the Missouri River the Duke had aInple opportunity
to observe the Indians and their lot. lIe marveled at their emotional
control and their capacity to endure great physical pain without com
plaint. Observing that whiskey debauched the Indians, he deplored the
white practice of selling or giving it to them. He understood and sym
pathized with the Indians in their plight, knovving they could not retain
control of their hunting grounds as the white race pushed relentlessly
\vest\\Tard.

Toward the end of his book the Duke con1ments interestingly on
religion in the United States. He was moved to write on the subject
after meeting several inhabitants "who had returned frOln a meeting of
the Methodist Church." He said the Methodist sect was. one of the most
\videly distributed in the United States, and he refers to Methodist
revivals as "a mixture of piety, superstition, and raving bordering on
fanaticism." He notes correctly that churches like the Presbyterh::n and
Lutheran which at first criticized Methodist camp meetings, came in thne
to the practice of holding meeting in the open, and noted that even
some Episcopalian and Dutch Reformed congregations were doing the
same.

The Duke said the Methodist Episcopal Church was "trying to elimin
ate the frenzied excitement which was once so Callinan at their meet
ings, and the excessive screaming and raving of the audience at such
gatherings caused by the highly inflaming sermons." He added that the
tilne had already come \\Then one could attend Ineetings at which there
was no trace of any excess. He paid tribute to the fervor and the
richness and even "classic eloquence" of some Methodist preachers.

This is a book for libraries and ,for individuals who are particularly
interested in travel and exploration in the early period of American
history.

-i\.lbea Godbold
Lake Junaluska, N. C.


